Never the Same Quilt Twice - Mystery
with Melissa Marginet
You will have fun learning the techniques to make this simple yet striking
medallion quilt. The beauty of this pattern is that there are so many combinations
that everyone will go home with a different quilt. Once you have the pattern and
techniques you can whip up more of them on your own and each one can be
different. They make a great charity quilt or gift. Your quilt will be 53” square but
borders can be added to make it larger if desired (extra fabric required). All Levels.
You will need 4 metres of fabric in total:

Background fabric
- 2 metres
Foreground fabric 1
- 1 metre
Foreground fabric 2
- 1 metre

Example 1

Example 2

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5
Go scrappy

Light grey

Black

Multicolour print

Light blue

Grey print

Purple

Turquoise

Teal

Yellow

Any colour pulled
from the print
Any other colour
from the print

Medium blue
Dark blue

16 10”
squares of
various
fabrics

These are just examples of what will work. The main thing to remember is that there should be sufficient contrast
between your background fabric and your foreground fabrics.

Precut before class: Sixteen (16) 10” squares from your background fabric and Eight (8) 10” squares from each of the
foreground fabrics. Bring all of your extra fabric with you to class. If you are doing Example 5 you will also need some
extra fabric so bring along some decent sized pieces as well (10” or larger).

You will also need:
Sewing machine in good working order with ¼” foot
Basic sewing supplies
Rotary cutter and mat
Ruler, 18” or larger
(If you have you can also bring a 9½” or larger square)
Marking pencil
Matching thread
Design wall (fleece back table cloth or piece of batting)

If you have any questions please contact Melissa at marginet@live.ca
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